
is Xtreme Green’s® special lubricating, anti-scratch formula which surrounds 
and safely lifts dirtparticles onto the towel and away from your paint, leaving
 behind a shiny coating that helps protect your paint, and makes it easier to 
clean next time.
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Waterless  Wash & Shine
Cleans Shines & Protects 

ADVANTAGES

No water buckets, hoses or 
soap needed.

Easily cleans bugs, road tar, 
tree sap, bird droppings, and 
water spots.

Special lubricating agents leave 
a “just waxed” shiny finish that 
protects and beads water for up
to 4 weeks.

Safe for use on all painted surfaces, 
chrome, and glass.

More Convenient 
than Washing 
Your Car with a 
Bucket and Hose

Faster and Cheaper
than Going to a
Car Wash

Ideal for Quick Touch
up in-between 
Washes

Quick and Easy to 
Remove Bugs, Tar, 
Tree Sap, and Bird 
Droppings

Xtreme Green  Waterless Wash and Shine is an environmentally 
friendly, citrus-based formula which saves, time, money, and the 
planet s most precious resource, Water! Perfect to use anywhere, 
anytime  Simply spray on and wipe off. It takes only 15 minutes to  
wash an average car, leaving it clean, shiny, and protected.
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HOW TO USE
Directions:

    Shake can before use

    Pre-soak tough stains for 30 seconds

    Holding the can 12 – 15 inches from the surface, spray a two by two foot area. 
    For light dirt, lightly mist the area. For heavier dirt, spray liberally.

    Wipe clean using a folded terry cloth or micro-fiber towel

    Flip towel or use a clean towel to quickly buff to a high-gloss shine

For Best Results:

    Spray some product directly onto a cloth to ensure full coverage before wiping

    Avoid using in direct sun or when surface is hot

    Take extra care with car windows to remove any haze which could impact visibility

Where to use:

    Ideal for paint, chrome, glass, stainless steel, aluminum, tile or plastic surfaces.

    Do NOT use on vehicle controls (pedals, grips, steering wheels), bench or cycle seats, 
    motorcycle or bicycle tires, floors, bathtubs, or other surfaces where slipperiness 
    may be hazardous. To avoid spraying brake rotors, do not spray on wheel 
    rims or overspray tires.

HUNDREDS OF USES... 
EVERYTHING INCLUDING YOUR SHOWER DOORS

www.pro-one.net.au/xtreme-green-products/

SCAN QR CODE

CARS BOATS MOTORCYCLES WORKSHOP

PWC ATVS APPLIANCES CARAVANS

follow us:

@XtremegreenA




